Defect imaging with guided waves in a pipe.
Guided wave techniques are expected to become an effective means for rapid, long-range inspection of pipes. Such techniques still have many practical difficulties in application, however, due to the complex characteristics of guided waves such as dispersion and their multimodal nature. A defect imaging technique is developed in this study to overcome the complexities of guided wave inspection. Received signals are separated into single-mode waveforms with a mode extraction technique and then spatial waveforms on the pipe surface at an arbitrary time are reconstructed. The predicted waveforms can provide a defect image at the moment when an incident wave arrives at a defect region, which is based on a time-reversal technique. This defect imaging technique is experimentally verified using eight signals detected at eight different circumferential positions. Images of artificial defects are obtained with one-hole and two-hole test pipes, and increasing the frequency of incident waves increases the resolution of the images. Holes and pipe ends are recognizable in the images, but the reconstructed images contain some errors in the area behind the defects where guided waves do not propagate or do not reflect back to the receiving transducers.